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MOBZRuler is a.NET application designed to be a quick and simple application that
can be used for many tasks. The major focus is to work with Microsoft's zoom
function, or to be more specific the Windows magnify effect. However the application
is much more then this. It has a lot of great features like a grid overlay and other
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features that will help you line up elements. MOBZRuler is a great way to visualize
your work as a human can with a magnify function. MOBZRuler Screenshots:
ScoreKeeper is a.NET application designed for any.NET developer or anyone else that
uses scorekeepers. Scorekeepers are a practice that exists to get the most out of your
scorekeeper, and it is as useful for chess players as it is for pool players. Your goal
when using a scorekeeper is to keep track of your scores over an extended period of
time, especially if you play a game. ScoreKeeper offers a variety of scorekeeper types
including a more traditional paper record scorekeeper and a real time scorekeeper. A
real time scorekeeper allows you to use the same scorekeeper for multiple different
games without having to print a new scorekeeper for every game. ScoreKeeper is
unique in that it offers the ability to store notes, and also store game history. A paper
record scorekeeper and real time scorekeeper will only allow you to store notes, and
they will only store the information of the current game that is in progress. On the
other hand the real time scorekeeper will store game history for as many games that
are in progress. A real time scorekeeper is the only scorekeeper on the market that
will store game history. ScoreKeeper offers a flexible scorekeeper that will allow you
to easily use it for many different games, and in many different settings. ScoreKeeper
is a unique real time scorekeeper, as it allows you to update your scorekeeper at any
time, and not just at the end of a game. ScoreKeeper Description: ScoreKeeper is
a.NET application designed for any.NET developer or anyone else that uses
scorekeepers. Scorekeepers are a practice that exists to get the most out of your
scorekeeper, and it is as useful for chess players as it is for pool players. Your goal
when using a scorekeeper is to keep track of your scores over an extended period of
time, especially if you play a game. ScoreKeeper offers a variety of scorekeeper types
including a more traditional paper record score
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- Resize and save your choice of shapes - Adjust your grid size - Measure distance
between objects - Set Distance scale - Overlay grid on screen, with shapes and
objects. - Save your measurements with custom formats. - Show message box when
object is on screen - Have a lot more features coming soon! X-TIMESoft is a 32-bit
windowing tool. The program creates, resizes, and displays multiple documents in a
multipass window. It will also simulate a slide-show. X-TIMESoft is an easy to use
program that runs very fast. X-TIMESoft can simulate a slide-show with a simple
command. It can also run automatically in background as wallpaper, while being the
front application. It can also simulate a "real" slide show, that display the images in
the same order as they appear in the file. Easy Map v3.0 is a powerful tool that will
generate isometric, 3D, Google-Earth-like maps with as many as possible maps. You
have all the possibilities to set the way you want the map to look - colors, styles, size
of the map. At the end of the work you'll receive a ZIP file that contains the map in
PNG format. Check List v1.1 is a small and simple file manager. It supports opening,
browsing and managing files, folders and drives. Use the included file filters to
quickly locate a file. Its design is as simple and intuitive as possible. If you want to,
you can configure the window look, mouse button behavior and tabbing sequences. It
has also a built-in zip file browser and a file properties editor. You can export files to
file, folder, database, text and HTML formats. THE WIZARDS OF OZ PDF Creator Pro
is a powerful PDF creation program for Microsoft Windows. Use it to quickly create
one-page PDF documents containing a variety of rich content. A wide range of
document features such as headers, footers, text frames, text objects, graphics, charts
and mathematical formulas can be inserted into the PDF document. It also provides



an alternative for Microsoft Word conversion. SlideMaster is a simple slide show
application. It can display your photos on the screen in a grid. You can easily add
music or videos and position these on the slide show. It can also save the display as a
JPEG, PNG, GIF, BMP, TGA, or WM 2edc1e01e8



MOBZRuler [Mac/Win]

MOBZRuler is a simple tool to align your desktop images. MOBZRuler is specifically
designed to help you align images with grid lines. You can align desktop images and
even toolbars. MOBZRuler is a.NET application and it is free to use in limited use!
You can check the latest version from our website: Feature overview: MOBZRuler is a
simple tool to align your desktop images. MOBZRuler is specifically designed to help
you align images with grid lines. You can align desktop images and even toolbars.
MOBZRuler is a.NET application and it is free to use in limited use! Features: -
Measure the size of the screen and adjust the picture proportionally - Append the
image to the top, bottom, left or right edge of the screen - Adjust the position of an
image on the screen - Measure the distance between two points on the screen (image
is zoomed out for this mode) - Indicator of grid lines on the screen - Set your own grid
number - Measuring distance between the top and bottom of the screen - Setting an
offset at different points on the screen - Adjust the position of the image in order to
find the optimal fit for the screen (sizes etc.) - Align the left, right, top and bottom
edges of the image to any grid line - Align the left, right, top or bottom edge of the
image to any grid line - Align the right and left edges of the image to any grid line -
Align the left and right edges of the image to any grid line - Align the bottom edge of
the image to any grid line - Align the top edge of the image to any grid line - Align the
top and bottom edges of the image to any grid line - Align the top and bottom edges of
the image to any grid line - Align the left, right, top or bottom edge of the image to
any grid line - Align the left and right edges of the image to any grid line - Align the
top and bottom edges of the image to any grid line - Align the top and bottom edges of
the image to any grid line - Align the left and right edges of the image to any grid line



- Align the left and right edges of the image
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What's New In?

MOBZRuler is the a.NET application that will help you measure or lineup objects on
your desktop. It overlays a grid and the most common display sizes on screen.
MOBZRuler is great for lining up screen elements, measuring screen distances etc.
Give it a try to see what it's really capable of! MOBZRuler is free to download and has
been published by MyOwn Software GmbH. You can view the source code of this
application here.
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System Requirements:

Supported OS: Windows 98/Me/2000/XP/2003/Vista/Windows 7 Minimum
Requirements: 4 G RAM (1 G at least is recommended) System Requirements: �It�s
not about the game, it�s about the fun.� —
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